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 Wolves sometimes kill livestock, but not often

 Conflicts are localized, can be acute, persistent

 Direct loss
 Confirmed losses

 <0.01% of all cattle, where wolves are present

 Unconfirmed losses
 Probably more than confirmed losses

 Indirect losses
 Weight loss
 Reduced conception rates
 Mitigation costs



 Northern Rocky Mountains
 About 1,980,600 cattle

 Currently about 1,900 – 2,300 wolves
 One wolf per thousand cattle

 2015: last year of USFWS data across all states
 1,904 wolves

 379 confirmed predation losses
 161 ID + 134 WY + 62 MT + 13 OR + 7 WA = 379

 158 cattle + 218 sheep + 3 horses = 379

 Mostly cattle in WY, MT, WA; mostly sheep in ID, OR

 17% of wolf packs involved in 1+ depredation



Montana Fish, Wildlife  & Parks. 2019.

Peaked in 2009-2010



Montana Fish, Wildlife  & Parks. 2019.

Peaked in 2009-2010

Proportion of complaints verified: 
slight increase over years



Wyoming in 2019 paid $106,183 in compensation (7x value) 
Spent $23,710 on prevention/management
Spent just over $1 million on wolves overall



US FWS 2015 Northern Rocky Mountains wolf report

Wyoming uses a multiplier of 7x value
Wyoming in 2019 paid $106,183 in compensation
Spent $23,710 on prevention/management
Spent just over $1 million on wolves overall

= 66%@ 7x $47,238

$220,561



Seasonal pattern

Most conflicts 
during summer 
grazing season 
(mostly on NFs)

In some years, 
a minor peak during 
spring 
calving/lambing 
season



Strategies and tools
 Proactive and reactive

 Livestock-focused and predator-focused

 Lethal and non-lethal

 Aversive and disruptive stimuli



The best “tools” are the ones with brains

Plan, create, adapt.

 Strategic grazing management

 Stockmanship
 Low-stress herding

 Livestock guardian dogs

 Carcass removal



 Light
 Foxlights

 Noise
 Radio Activated Guard (RAG) box

 Non-lethal munitions

 Barriers
 Physical: fencing

 Psychological: fladry



Video: One of multiple Foxlights around a pasture (on barbed-wire fence)



Steve Primm / NRCC

Fladry around a pasture with regular barbed-wire fence



Fladry around a carcass; wolf approached for days before giving up. 
Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife. Video: https://youtu.be/BmB6-4MplU0



Permanent electric fence around a relatively small site



Wolves and bears will scavenge and repeatedly return to carcass sites;
This increases the encounter rate with live stock. 





The best tools or strategies are the ones with 
brains

Plan, create, adapt.

 Strategic grazing management

 Stockmanship
 Low-stress herding



Ranchers may be able to apply some of the same 
approaches for

 Rangeland health

 Livestock production

 Coexisting with wildlife

 Preventing depredations

Now documented

Wildlife behavior
Experiential 
evidence
Field projects



Prey aggregation (group size) 

Passive anti-predator behavior

• Detection (many eyes)
• Predator confusion
• Risk dilution (selfish herd)
• Attack-abatement



Prey aggregation (group size) 

Active anti-predator behavior

More likely to
• Stand ground
• Protect young
• Fend off a predator



Lone individuals and small groups are vulnerable, especially if they run 
(and they are more likely to run)



Modeled on herding behavior of large ungulates 

in the presence of their predators:

Aggregation and movement

 Strategic rotational grazing
 Stocking density

 Low-stress herding
 Herd instinct

Barnes 2015. Livestock management for coexistence with large carnivores…
[white paper]. People and Carnivores.



Problem: co-mingled herds weren’t staying together;
Losses to grizzly bears and wolves













Low-stress herding rekindles the herd instinct
(release pressure to reward herding-up and good movement)



Bedding cattle down in the evening; 
working with a potential bunch-quitter



Several riders with mixed paradigms (conventional and low-stress): 
bottleneck

How many riders does it take?



Two riders with shared paradigm (low-stress): 
No bottleneck

How many riders does it take?



Wolves and cattle in the same spot on the same day, no problems



Grazing management: some progress
1 herd mostly stayed together
1 herd in larger groups, and more with the other

Coexistence:
No known depredations
No wolves or griz removed



No confirmed or probable predation during 3 years of herding
(Unknown death losses were most likely pneumonia)



All of the other non-lethal tools…
 Range riders

 Livestock guardian dogs

 Mechanical tools 
 Fladry

 Light & noise devices

…Work best on small areas

and mechanical tools for a short time



Various “tools” developed and tried in different places
 Mixed results

 Heavily dependent on context
 Landscape

 Management

 Creativity & adaptive management

 People’s commitment level 

 If a tool doesn’t work in one place, it might in others

 A tool is not a strategy



westernlandowners.org/stewardship/
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peopleandcarnivores.org/publications/manuals-and-guides/



ResearchGate.net Academia.edu → Matt Barnes
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herofortheplanet.org



“… too much safety seems to yield only danger in the 
long run. Perhaps this is behind Thoreau’s dictum: In 
wildness is the salvation of the world. Perhaps this is the 
hidden meaning in the howl of the wolf, long known 
among mountains, but seldom perceived among men.”

Leopold 1949
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